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Officials pursue
funding options
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
said Friday that students may
soon face a $4 to $8 fee increase
to cover Rec Center cost overruns, but that an investigation
into the project may recover some
funds which will serve later to
keep fees down.
Fullerton returned Thursday
from Long Beach. where the California State University trustees
gave Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds authority to take out a bond
loan to cover the cost overruns
Wednesday.
The bond loan may be for up to
$6.5 million, and will be issued
when the project is completed unless an alternative means of funding is found. In the interim, funds
for the Rec Center will come
from the state investment pool.
The pool is an account shared by
some state agencies who borrow
against its balance and make deposits when funds are not immediately needed.
Professional Management Associates’ investigation of the project may indicate who is legally
responsible for overruns, and
funds may be recovered through
negotiations between SJSU and
companies involved or through
litigation.
"If funds are recovered, by
law, they must go back into the
project," Fullerton said. "They
could he used to pay off any outstanding debt still remaining, or
maintenance and repairs, which
all normally come out of student
fees."
In this way future fee increases
may be prevented by using the recovered funds. Fullerton said.
Associated Students President
Michael McLennan said it will be
up to students to determine how
the cost overruns are financed.

’We’re going to
have a fee increase
if people don’t get
involved.’
Michael

McLennan,
AS. president

"If students fall on this issue,
fees will be increased," he said
Thursday. ’If, by their own
choice, they cut themselves out of
the information circle, that will
happen.
"It all depends on their commitment to this issue, and to them
not writing this thing off."
McLennan and Tom Boothe,
A.S. director of California state
affairs, flew to Southern California last week to ask Reynolds and
the trustees to investigate different ways of paying for the overruns.
After Reynolds gave the trustees the authority to issue the bond
loan Tuesday. McLennan contacted Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice
president, and asked him to compose a referendum calling for a
vote of "no confidence" in the
trustees’ handling of the Rec Center.
A vote of no confidence means
the A.S. does not support the
trustees’ action and does not believe that it addresses the concerns of SJSU students.
McLennan also told the Spartan Daily. "This game’s not over
and we’re not giving up yet,"
See REACTION page 4
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Students resist AIDS mandate
SJSU prefers voluntary, confidential testing, according to survey
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
Mandatory AIDS testing is not a popular idea
at SJSU. according to a survey conducted by the
Ad Hoc Committee on AIDS Testing.
According to the study. 82 percent of the students surveyed preferred a program of voluntary
confidential testing. The study also revealed that
86 percent of the students would like to know
their results and 80.6 percent would like pre- and
post-test counseling.
Jim Walters. chairman of the committee, presented these results to the Associated Students at
their weekly board meeting Wednesday.
The study was conducted in response to U.S.
Surgeon General C. Everett Ktxp’s proposal for
mandatory testing at a West Coast urban university near one of the epicenters of the acquired immune deficiency syndrome epidemic. Since SJSU
could qualify, the A.S. formed the committee to
make recommendations whether to pursue bringing the program to this campus.
The ad hoc committee also held public hear-

ings to give students an opportunity to speak out
about their feelings regarding testing.
Committee members were concerned about
confidentiality and students’ grades being withheld if they refused to be tested, Walters said. The
committee received several letters (ruin students
who are opposed to the testing program.
Wiggsy Sivertsen. a counselor, said that she is
adamantly opposed to testing on campus.
"This is a very, very serious decision," she
said. "I’m not sure this campus is prepared to
take care of the students w ho test positive."
She said she has "very serious concerns"
about AIDS testing, especially confidentiality.
"Until we have a system that absolutely guarantees anonymity, we should not have testing,"
Sivensen said.
Walters recommended that the A.S. draft a
resolution to send these results to the surgeon general. informing him that students on this campus
are not in Ii. or if mandatory AIDS testing.

The committee is also recommending that the
A.S. lobby the California State Legislature to pass
a hill that is presently before the California State
Assembly Health Committee. The hill would authoriie the state university system to provide
anonymous voluntary HIV testing and counseling
to students.
This program would be set up at each of the 19
California State University campuses’ health centers. Walters said. He said he would like A.S. to
send someone to Sacramento as well as to wnte
letters to assembly members.
The bill would limit the amount that students
would have to pay for the on -campus service.
Walters said. But he said he would like to see the
service provided at no charge at all tor students.
"The students shouldn’t have to pay," he
said.
But Sivensen said she opposes the bill on the
grounds of confidentiality.

Marching for night rights

Campus bomb threat
prompts evacuation
Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
"Bomb in Dudley Moorhead
Hall. All mother-fuckers die."
The call came through to University Police dispatch at 10:30 a.m.
But students and faculty were not
completely cleared from the threestory building until 11 a.m.
However, no bomb was found and
no one was injured.
Emergency coordinator tor the
building, James Willis. said he was
unsure why the delay occurred. "It
obviously was a glitch," he said.
"It appeared everybody was
cleared at 10:45 a.m., but there was
still a class left on the first floor,"
Willis said.
Inside the building at 10:45 a.m.
on the third floor a janitor yelled,
"We found it.
Officers ran down the empty corridors to the corner stairwell facing
Hugh Gillis Hall and San Fernando
Street.
SJSU janitor Jim Jones said, "I
just walked out there and saw it. It
was on the stairwell next to the garbage can."
’It looks like a black box with

just walked out
there and saw it.’
Jim Jones,
SJSU janitor
wires sticking out of it," said another janitor. "Sort of like a transistor radio."
UPD officers shouted for the janitors and Spartan Daily reporter to
clear the area. A few students wandering through the hall were unaware of the emergency. They were
informed of the immediate and present danger and hurried to other
exits.
Within three minutes the officers
realized the "black box" was not a
bomb. The torn remnants of an old
tape recorder or transistor radio were
displayed. Janitors slumped in relief.
The search went on.
Outside, students and faculty
stood barely 10 feet from the building.
"I think we should have an alter.
See BOMB. page 4

Ron Green
Both males and reinalcs join hands and march through 5.151 singing songs at freedom’ h

Protesters "Take Back The Night"
By Suzanne lk l.nng
Daily start writer

About 25 women and men
braved the chilling winds Thursday
evening to show their support for
the Women’s Week "Take Back
The Night March."
Marge Kintscher. one of three
coordinators of the Women’s Resource Center, said the purpose of
the march is to spread the message
that women have every right to
walk alone at night without having
to fear assault.
As the group stood together in a
circle in front of the Student
Union, Jeanette Torres. another
coordinator, ironically pointed out
that "this may be the only night
that’s really safe."

SJSU Health Center gets a check-up
By Serena GrIfflth
Daily staff writer

A national organization that measures health care
quality will he inspecting SJSU’s Student Health Service
today and Tuesday to determine if it merits "accreditation." a status which implies top quality health care.
The Accreditation Association for Ambulatory
Health Care (AAAHC) helps out -of-hospital clinics improve the care they provide to their patients. Clinics that
are in compliance with its standards are awarded accreditation.

Daily staff photographer

candle light to conclude Women’s Neel(

side agencies such as the California Medical ASSOCIal Ion
to review their services.
Though the clinics themselves volunteer for such inspections. no accreditation results from them and the
public receives no assurance from them, Wohl said.
"People never know we’re trying to do our best by
bringing in outside services, hut accreditation is very
public." he said.
Clinics approved by the AAAHC "can put a sticker
on their door and do other things to assure people that the
service has been surveyed by experts." Whol said.
Accreditation does not always mean services are het
ter than they were when a clinic was unaccredited. hut
preparation for the review usually does upgrade the service, explained Wohl.

Accreditation, said Health Service Director Dr. Stanley Wohl, "lets everyone who uses the service know that
the facility is in compliance with accepted community
standards. They can be sure that those places have been
examined."
AAAHC representatives will give the Health ServWohl said he is confident that the clinic will be acices a rigorous review that will examine everything from credited and that the services it provides are now better
accessibility by city buses to cleanliness.
than ever. He gives much of the credit for his positive
Most clinics, whether accredited or not, invite outSee CENTER. page 4

Torres continued to explain that
each person carried a candle to represent the energy and desire that
women have to do whatever they
want, whenever they want day
or night.
Gail Groves, author of "Der
Wits About Her." reinforced everyone’s reason for being there
when she read a poem about a
woman who had survived a violent
rape. "This is a poem about survival." she explained.
Then, led by a colorful harmer
made by the Women’s Resource
Center. the group began marching.
Chants such as "No more porn, no
more 5 iolence. no more rape, no
more silence’ filled the quiet
night. The group marched from

Department
to hold first
conference
By Laura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s philosophy department is presenting its first annual mini -conference.
This conference, which focuses on privacy and the work
place. is the pioneer project of
the department’s newly formed
Institute for Social Responsibility.
"The philosophy department
See DEPARTMENT. page 4

Clark Library to .in 1.ermindo and
First streets where past conflicts
with pornography theater and store
owners have occurred.
The streets were almost empty
due, most likely, to the cold
weather. The group continued from
First and San Salvador streets to
Seventh Street. stopping periodically only to allow everyone to get
together.
Protester Poppy Brown, president of the associated student body
at West Valley College. brought
her two daughters and son to) the
march because she wanted them to
see how dedicated people can he.
Brown, who had an ankle cast
and walked with a cane. wanted the

march to he the first of many
events her teen-age children would
attend.
"This generation that we’re in
now is so complacent and apathetic
about things that would have tilted
people in the past. Brown said.
The march ended at the fountain
in front of Tower Hall Candles
were blown out i if they weren’t out
already
and the group joined
hands to unite one last time before
going home
Kintscher describes this year’s
Women’s Week as an ’absolute
success." We had good attendance, good publicity and high
praise. she said.

16 honored for research
at ninth annual forum
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
Sixteen students were honored for
their research and creative ingenuity,
Tuesday at the Ninth Annual University Research Forum.
The students were selected from
SJSU’s eight schools and Division of
Library and Information Science.
The students "represent the gilts
of knowledge carried in both the left
hand and the right hand." said Professor Diana Stover. chairwoman of
the University Research Committee.
"The left hand represents creativity and the right hand represents science" and both are vital parts of the

university, she said
"A university is a place to transmit accumulated knowledge to the
next generation in order to facilitate
that generation’s pn)duction of new
knowledge through research, scholarship and artistic innovation." said
Leon Donis,. associate academic
vice president of undergraduate studies.
"Research is a destabilfring activity. By its very nature, research is
designed to produce information
heretofore unknown to answer quesSee FORUM. page 4
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’They’ won’t
get the job done
We worry about times in our drinking water
and asbestos in our schools. We panic when we
hear about killers and kidnappers roaming free on
our streets.
We cry when we see pictures of famine and
homelessness on television and in newspapers.
We give lip service to striving for world peace
and the elimination
of nuclear arsenals in
the world.
But what are we
really doing about
these things ’
We are Its mg in a
world where it is t(x)
easy to sit hack and
say things will take
care ot themselses.
or someone else still
do it We figure that
Kara
it we site Mr a certain hill that is supMyers
posed to require toxic
cleanup. then it will happen.
Cenainly . "they won’t let any thing had happen to us. "They will not let tosio, continue to
pollute our drinking water. "They won’t push the
hutton that releases the awesome power of world
destruction.
But host can ite he sure that ’they" will not do
any of those things? And who are they ?
Our fearless leaders in gosernment? Our Outstanding president who can’t seem to be able to remember what day of the week it is’?
PLO’s of
Or are "they the terrorists the
this world -- who somehow manage to get their
hands on dangerous weapons and information accidentally or intentionally supplied by some overzealous patriot?
We know that "they are not Gorbachev and
other world leaders because. after all, they are the
(gasp!) "enemies and we certainly cannot rely on
them to have any sense of world peace, right?
Wrong.
Come on. folks, do you really believe that the
Soviets are our enemies? They are just human like
us. They laugh and cry. They have emotions. They
know happiness, despair. anger. frustration and
love.
No reasonable human being. emphasis on reasonable. would deliberately choose to start a war or
destroy another nation over sonic petty disagreement.
UntOrtunately. too many people resort to violence as a solution to their differences. The easy access to guns. abuse in families, rape. murder and
war are evidence of this frightening trend.
But what does this violence accomplish in the
long run?
Nothing.
\ wiener in any case is not a solution. War is
not a solution to differences between nations. Just
because we do not like a specific group’s ideals or
sexual practices, is that any reason to condemn
those people? Don’t they have as much right to life
as anyone.’
Destroying those groups Is analogous to Hitler’s
attempt
"cleanse the race of Jews during World
War II. It was wrong then and it’s wrong now.
We need to learn to resolve problems peacefully, starting in our own homes with our families.
friends and acquaintances. We need to learn how to
take responsihlity for our own actions. There is no
way in this world that we can count on anyone else
to take care of things tor us.
A child is dependent on others for food, clothing and lose. An adult is supposed lii he mature and
independent. Adults are supposed to he able to take
care of themselves We are so anxious to go away
to college so we can gain our independence. But an
obligation of that independence is being responsible. Now it is time for us to accept that responsibility and start acting like mature adults.
If there is something wrong in your family,
school, city or nation, do something about it and
stop complaining that "they" aren’t doing anything. "The s " aren’t going to change unless you
do.

Letters to the Editor
Book makes sense

percent or 140 people out of 2M).
and I’m sure there are many more
Editor,
than 140 students on this campus
The following thoughts occurred who want to retain the freedom to
to me while I was reading about the ride or skate here. So what’s wrong
controversy over E.D. Hirsch’s new with you people? We must organize
book "Cultural Literacy" 1March ourselves.
7).
Terry McCarthy. Associated StuFirst. I resent the way the term dents vice president. did attend the
"racist" is being thrown around. meeting. Howes er. stemming from
Implementing a curriculum based on what I believe was a lack of coordithe great books is no more a racist nation with hike skate enthusiasts.
policy that raising academic stan- he was unprepared to present the addards is.
visory hoard is Oh any substantial
Second, so long as it counts for so compromise.
little on the job market, most people
There were some good suggeswill not pursue a liberal arts degree. tions presented at the meeting, but
Perhaps one day not enough good the advisory hoard shot down those
students will study the humanities to proposals with emotional appeals
keep classical learning alive. l’se and ins alid logic. What we Ihicyoften thought about the irony of Its. cltstsi need is support. If we don’t
pg in a dark me of technolegy and. support ourselves
or at least sp,
information. Obviorilr! Pxotessur. up for ksifat we belts-se in
is
Chaldecott has thought atipt# it, too. givng...us & s.44111:4:61 ow Like 411111
and I applaud Ph s efforts to impress ii the pavement
upon his colleagues. He thinks that
Fdward Dee
requiring us to read more great literJunior
ature is a step in the right direction:
Itusinuss sthitinistration
so do I.
Brent Bother( More controls needed
Senior Editor.
l’h ilosophy
This letter is ii iesponse to Mike
Lewis’ article on the National Rifle
Speak out on ban
Association and gun control. First
Editor,
off, let me make it clear that I do not
On Thursday, March 3. there was support the NRA. About five years
a meeting held by the campus Safety ago. I agreed with them completely.
Advisory Board. The meeting was As of late, though, they have gone a
designed to discuss a possible com- little hit overboard with their views.
promise to a total bike/skateboard For example. there is no legitimate
ban on campus. Following the dis- reason to own a plastic gun that aircussion. the board was to give its port metal detectors cannot detect.
recommendation to the Safety ComConcerning automatic weapons:
mittee. This was to he done prior to Although not legal in California,
the committee vote on the ban so that they are legal in quite a few other
the committee members could see states. There is nothing inherently
other possible solutions to the hike’ had about automatic weapons, as is
skateboard problem.
true for most other firearms.
On Wednesday, March 2. I was
Those palm -sited handguns that
handed a flier suggesting that all stu- Lewis refers to are small only for
dents who ride hikes, skates or practical reasons. Women can easily
skateboards should attend Thurs- carry them in purses without worryday’s meeting if they wanted to ing about excessive weight. They are
voice their opinion or present some used only for self defense. Guns of
option other than a total ban.
that site are normally chambered for
I attended the Thursday ifleeting. weak and not terribly effective
and to my surprise there wasn’t one rounds such as the .22 auto and .25
other student bike/skate enthusiast in short.
the room! Not only were there no biOn a technical note, those "cop.
cyclists/skaters present, hut there killing.’’ armor-piercing bullets are
wasn’t one reporter from the Daily Teflon -coated only to protect the gun
there either. Now I know there were barrel. They have no bearing on the
liters passed out to other students be- bullet’s penetration. Also, the last I
side myself. I know that the Spartan heard, a cop has never been shot and
Daily conducted a 200-person sur- killed with one of these bullets.
vey and found that an overwelming
I don’t think the solution to the
majority is opposed to the ban 00 problem is to ban handguns. I’d sure

hate to have someone break into my
house, armed with a knife or deadlier weapon, and not have anything
to use as a deterrent, or in the most
extreme cases. to defend myself
with. The Second Amendment guarantees this right to hear arms. Any
way you read it. the right is explicit.
The solution, I believe, is more
controlled distribution of firearms
Anyone should be able to obtain
them, provided they go through the
proper registration and training.
Also. guns should have to he re -registered upon transfer of ownership.
This is currently not required. making it extremely easy for anyone to
go out and get any kind of weapon.
Paul N’oshimune
Freshman
Computer Science

Anyone for insults?
Si’ Dase Lanson says he wants to
participate in the CIPA convention
in Los Angeles. but can’t afford the
ticket which he says should be paid
for by the journalism department.
It is too had the department cannot
pick up some money for the many
creative and thought -pros ok ing writers on the Spartan Daily staff. It’s
such a waste to he restricted from
showing off such talent. But then it’s
people like you who complain about
broken down air conditioners.
I do, however, have a solution to
this whole crisis. Suppose you put
some money away by spending just a
little less time watering yourself
down in the Pub as you so often do.
and spend a hole more time thinkno,2
of something is
to editiii
forToi
lite about hut wait I
tlf
The Pub is where you get all
inspiration and insight for your
’Publiminal Messages."
Maybe next time you can arrange
for the CIPA competition to he held
in the Spartan Pub.
Craig hohlruss
Senior
Photojournalism
Editor’s note: First 40. Dave Lan
sundid not say in his column that hi,
,.ould not afford to go to the CIPA
convention. Fortunately. the depart,
ment has decided to pay the entrs
lees of a limited number of students.
Also. Eamon does not iomplain
about the broken air conditioner. IIA
the Spartan Daily newsroom has no
such convenience. Finally, if .vou see
Lamson spending too much time in
the Pub, doesn’t that mean you, too.
are spending too much time there:’
Overall, thank you for taking the
time to send us your personal attack.

Sexuality not an issue
Editor,
This is in response to the article.
"Lesbian faces dissention in A.S
election. "Why does Ms. Kirmsee
feel that it is necessary to make a political issue out of her sexual preference? Other A.S. candidates who
happen to be heterosexual would
never make to front page of the
Daily with, "Heterosexual faces dissention in A.S. election." If Ms.
Kirmsee is qualified for the position
let her have it regardless of her sexual orientation.
I believe many students would
agree that by making such a fuss
about her homosexuality and by
sounding so militant, she is drawing
the wrong kind of publicity for the
gay and lesbian movement.
Anne M. Trostle
Junior
Behavioral Science

out any window, and the only two types
4
ioak
of people there are to see going by are babes
and jerks.
-Nose are not gender-specific descriptions, so
all you militant feminists or masculists.(?) stop by perventilating and read on for a bit. Those two
terms have been with us long enough now that there
should be no problem for any thinking person to
quickly find circumstances in which they may be
applied to either sex.
Remember Steve Martin’s original portrayal of
a jerk? When his adoptive father tries to tell him the
difference between the stuff you step in and "shinolo." Steve walks on, blissfully unaware, as he
literally shows that the lesson, unlike the stuff, is
not going to stick. Like Martin, the jerks with us
today, everywhere from the classroom to the next
car over, are missing the lessons dealt them in life.
"Why don’t they ever learn," we sadly ask
ourselves as we walk away from another encounter
wiih a jerk. Rudeness, meanness and ignorance are
the hallmarks of the jerk. Not all the time, no, just
when circumstances are right. They have a small
moment and the jerk in them comes out.
They rush around you to get the last booth and
they slip through the door as you ()pen it. They talk
in class and they walk on the grass. They lack manners. They are quick to call people names, and they
laugh at the misfortunes of others.
Recognize any of those traits in yourself’? I’m
not above admitting that I lapse now and then. Yes.
I am sometimes quite the jerk. But most of the time
I think I’m OK, and that, all -in -all, there is more
about me that is good than bad. And I do try to live
right.
What about the babes of the world’? Forget your
natural inclination to rave or moon over some
dreamboat. Someone’s physical attributes do not
make them a babe. Media figures are seldom babes.
To fit our model, the behavior of a potential babe is
the critical element. not their big blue (brown,
grey, hazel, whatever) eyes, not the dimple, not the
bust, and not the build.
I saw quite a few babes last week. On the walkway’ between the Pub and the Music building. a stu
dent with a physical disability stumbled. Another
student, riding by on his hike, stopped to help the
other to his feet. That guy was a babe. When you
get that warm futty feeling, that’s the sign that a
hahe has been there. Babes share their smiles, they
make eye contact, they don’t mind sharing with
others a little moment in their lives. They say "Hi"
to strangers without wanting anything in return.
Babes are those of us who can enjoy . . . us.
They like life and people. And people tend to like
them. Do you wonder why?
you thiikk of two other adjectives which.
Cau
describe people in such distinct and easily.
accessible (gnus? Sure you can. Can you
say, "IA inner and "loser’?" That’s it. I knew you
could.
Are these terms as useful in descnhing our fellow inhabitants on this part of the planet?
Losers, sadly, are those of us who just can’t
make it, or can’t he content with their circumstances. They complain, they whine. Losers tell
you how the world is treating them shabbily. They
gossip.
Losers are not the ugly’, the ones who lack social skills, the unpopular. Something makes them
all those things. They missed something in their life
that put them on the outside. Losers think they are
OK because these others are in the world. That’s
what I mean, and the real losers are not going to understand this point at all.
Let’s talk about winners. I think we tend to feel
that a winner is someone who is either getting all
heishe wants. or is happy with what she/he has.
Seem too naive? See if you can add anything to that
description that isn’t said in those few words. I’ll
wait.
But winner or loser, babe or jerk, we are all of
us, people living with each other. We all encounter
one another in every circumstance imaginable.
What we do with these encounters is the big thing
Really, that’s what this comes down to.
Ignore the jerks and try not to act like one. Help
the losers if sou can. Do not become a jerk when
dealing with a loser. Be a babe. Get happy. We are
not going to cure the ills of our world by changing
to a brighter disposition or happier attitude.
We have troubles. Life deals us tragedy, triuniph and everything in between. I know that. I’m
bust trying to remind everyone that our insides
show, more often and more visibly than we can
ever believe.
Want to know an easy way to find out which of
these attributes you are displaying at any given mo
inent?
Look up from the ground. Meet someone’s eye.
As they glance at you you are going to see it there.
In their eyes and the set of their face. In their smile
or shrug or double -take.
It has taken me a king, long time to get comfortable with doing this. But if you see me walking
across campus, you can bet I’m looking at people. I
like ’cm
Russ Haggerty is the Assistant Forum page
Fditiir. %II he really wants is the benefit of the
doubt, and to he treated with civility . Ile has big
plans for nest Neek’s column. Look for WIWI
Never Sleeps every Monday .

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear trom
you
our readers. Your ideas. commments, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic.
All letters may he edited for length and libel,
and the Daily reserves the right to limit the number
of letters on a given topic after a sufficient ill1101Int
of comment has appeared
Letters must hear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level.
I )cltier letters 10 the Daily office on the second
floor 01 Dwight Hemel Hall, or to the Student
Union Information desk.
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Safe sex spares the expense, not the innovation
New condom
being tested
in Europe

SJSU Health Center offers
low-cost birth control devices

By Hazel Whitman
Daily stall writer
Before 1988 comes to a close
SJSU students may have a new contraceptive option.
Testing of a new female condom
begins in the United States this
month. The president of Wisconsin
Pharmacal, the company manufacturing the condom, describes his
product as 40 percent stronger than
traditional latex condoms.
It is a polyurethane sheath larger.
yet similar in shape to ’’traditional’’
condoms. The female condom is inserted into the vagina.
It has a more elegant feel, said
President John Wundrock. about the
female prophylactic.
He also said, "This is the first
product giving the woman the first
option for protection against disease.
It is about to go to market in European and Scandinavian countries in
April and May the United Kingdom and Germany by the middle of
the year."
At SJSU a health professional,
nurse practitioner Carol Swanson
expressed concern over the arrival of
Wisconsin Pharmacal’s new condom.
Swanson said she was skeptical
about the effectiveness of the female
condom in both the area of pregnancy prevention and disease control.
"There is a potential for leakage
of sperm. draining back into the vagina between the wall of the vagina
and the condom." Swanson said.
She said the female condom was
bulkier than other birth control products. along with being unproven as a
means of preventing sexually transmitted diseases such as AIDS.
Swanson spoke about claims that
the condom gives the power over
birth control decisions to women.
"There is the issue of acceptability by women. Inserting the condom
is no different than inserting a diaphragm no less hassle, Swanson
said.
She continued. It seems to me
that all of sudden we now have a

By Hazel Whitman
also said the all:docile,. sit the
Daily Mall writer
male condom is approximately 90
There is a place where SJSU stu- percent.
dents can buy six condoms for a dolOne birth control method not of
lar.
in the center is the sponge.
Along with low-cost birth control
According
to Swanson there was a
and a professional atmosphere. the
campus Student Health Center offers British study that cited a 40 percent
failure rate with the use of the
easy accessibility to service.
Nurse Practitioner Carol Swanson sponge.
said a wide range of pregnancy and
"Recent studies indicate the
disease prevention options are avail- sponge is maybe as effective as a diable at the Health Center.
aphragm, perhaps about 85 perBirth control methods at the center cent. the nurse practitioner said.
include oral contraceptives (the pill).
Swanson said using the sponge
condoms, diaphragms. contraceptive without another birth control
product
jelly and contraceptive foam.
is a risky idea.
The Center’s pharmacy supplies
"The sponge is impregnated with
these products at lower prices than spermicide it gives a degree of
most drugstores.
protection. If you use condoms
Health Center cashier Valerie along with the sponge you have an
Fitzgerald said, "The pill costs less excellent method of disease and
prethan $3 a month."
gnancy protection." she said
"You can pay $15 a month off
campus here the cost is less."
Swanson said, adding that the pill is
_ wr
more than 99 percent effective.
.
C
(
She said the Center has an overDan Sweeney Daily stall photographer
the-counter service for the non-prespermicidal jelly for use with a diaphragm are some scription methods of condoms, conClockwise from left, condoms, "the pill," contra25 V
traceptive foam and jelly.
ceptive foam, the Today Sponge, diaphragm and
of the products available at the Health Center.
Glass of
"Condoms used with foam or
Petra states about the condom that jelly offer nearly 100 percent pregMichelob draft
will he marketed in Germany and nancy protection. Condoms offer the
With the purchase of any sandwich
England this spring.
best protection we know of for disOUR WIDE SELECTK)N OF
The February 1988 issue of the ease protection." Swanson said.
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
a
health
edii
Charlotte
Schramm.
contraceptive update newsletter also
.,11,1
Parenthood.
cator
for
Planned
described how the condom would be
CLUBICK
CH
the effectiveness of both foam and
further evaluated.
TURKEY
jelly ranges from 82 to 97 percent.
SALAD
Carol Swanson,
’The current study is strictly for Schramm, who has over five years
TUNA
SJSU nurse practitioner acceptability. Twenty-five couples of experience as a health educator.
ROAST BEEF
have each been given 10 vaginal
AND 10 MORE!
shields to use over a period of approximately two months. After use,
woman inserting a condom and free- shield.
SO E. San Carlos 947-1333
ing the male from this responsibil"Only 9 percent of couples in both partners will complete detailed
ity."
Germany are worried enough about questionnaires addressing the ease of
New Hours
The president of the Jackson. AIDS to use a condom. (In England use of the shield and what effect it
Fri-Sat until 11 PM
Wis.-based company said studies that figure is at least 16 percent). had on the quality of intercourse:.
Sunday 10-6
should prove the value of his prod- This led the British Family Ministry the newsletter states.
uct.
to work on developing a condom esWith this coupon & SJS1 ID .6
Walli Bounds, research coordina924-3270
"The female condom, also called pecially for women. Petra magtor for the Margaret Pyke Center in
a vaginal shield or Femshield. is cur- azine states.
London, stated that if the results of
rently undergoing acceptability trials
The article states that English gyin London," states Contraceptive necologists informed the public at a the acceptability trials now underTechnology Update. a newsletter for medical congress in London about way are positive, a larger efficacy
trial is "just around the corner."
health professionals.
the results of some preliminary tests.
Last month’s issue of a German
"Sensitivity
very good: prePharmacal President Wundrock
magazine called Petra contained a vention
optimal: these things you said the condom is currently being
I
favorable article about the Fern - cannot say about the old condom,’’ tested in his labs.
$1.00 OFF ANY OF OUR DELICIOUS 1/4 LB.
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’It seems to me that all of sudden we now
have a woman inserting a condom and
freeing the male from this responsibility.’
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Honors student dies in second suicide try
SAN FRANCISCO Floth knew
what it was like on death’s brink, for
both had taken the plunge from the
Golden Gate’s span. The concrete hard impact should have killed them,
but somehow they defied the odds.
Ken Baldwin never again tried to
take his life. He knew as soon as he
was over the railing that he wanted
to live. Sarah Birnbaum, though. apreparently did the unthinkable
turning to the bridge and jumping a
second, fatal time.
Though the body of the I8 -yearold Piedmont honor student hasn’t
been found, her family held a memorial service.
A witness told police that on Feb.
I she saw a young woman with
blond hair "out of the blue, with no
hesitation, just jump over the railing." That same day. Highway Patrol officers found Birnbaum’s car at
the bridge.
"It looks now very likely that she
jumped." said Piedmont Detective
Tom Fenner. "It’s a very sad case.
It’s so bizarre. It makes you wonder
how an I8 -year-old who had so
much going for her could be so detemiined .
Birnbaum first took the deadly.
the bridge on
220-foot plunge f
New Year’s Day. Weeping but apparently without serious injury, she
was pulled from the Bay’s icy wa-

ter,.
Baldwin read about her and called
her parents.
"I wanted to offer a little hope:’
he said. "I wanted to let them know
that it is survivable, that even if it’s
hard, there is hope. And I’m living
proof of this hope."
When he learned she had gone
back, he mourned. "I feel a real
loss, he said. "It was for nothing.
She didn’t understand what she had
gained by living the first time."
More than anyone else, the 31 year-old Baldwin understands the
overriding sense of despair that
pushes and pushes till its victim is at
death’s door. Two and a half years
ago, Baldwin himself vaulted off the
Golden Gate. Like Birnbaum, he
joined that most fortunate of societies, the band of 19 people known to
have survived.
The fall has killed at least 847
people. Baldwin sustained only a
couple of cracked ribs, a bruised
lung and a very sore ruinp.
"The bridge has a kind of romantic quality about it." said David
Smith, a counselor with Suicide Prevention His Way. "For some there is
the idea of returning to the womb.
For others, jumping is a final adventure, going feet first into whatevei
awaits. ’ ’
For Baldwin, the jump meant he
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could disappear.
He had a wife, a 3 -year-old
daughter. a career. But over the last
few years. he’d tumbled ever deeper
in a spiral of depression Reality had
become clouded he sasv himself,
despite evidence to the contrary, as a
failure, a burden to his family.
"I thought that once I got off the
bridge, people would never think of
me." he said. "I didn’t want any-body to find me in the bathroom with
my wrists slit. It would make the
memory of me last longer.
Reportedly. Sarah Birnbaum too
was deeply unhappy about her own
perceived failures. When Stanford
ANNUITIES
For employees of educational institution,.
Exclude up 10 $9500

403151 Plans

or 20% of gross income from current
income taxes and save for retirement’
Also available

IRA’s. IRA Rollover,

Single Premium Annuities. Variable
Uni

I Life Insurance

Call for

information. prospectuses and application..

AEtna Lift Insurance
and Annuity Company

University rejected her application,
she enrolled last fall at UCLA. Living with two roommates in a university -owned
apartment
building.
Birnbaum was registered as a pre psychology major.
On the day that Baldwin planned
to die, he was elated. Telling his
wife he’d be late, he drove from his
home in Tracy to San Franc-is,.,’
Once on the bridge, faced with the
enormity of the span and the finality
of his task, the euphoria left.
"late isn’t a howl of cherries. but
I know how to deal with the depression better." he said. "It was just
not my time to die."
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Forum: Students honored

Out for a spin

Department
FrIPIPI !Mgt’
created the institute to make
possible events that address issues in applied ethics, ’ said
Professor Scott Cook, institute
director.
According to Cook. the institute grew out of the department’s involvement in the gencourse,
education
eral
Business
and
Professional
Ethics.
"We put a lot of effort into
the teaching of this course," he
said.
Basically, the institute is
meant to "augment" the
course. Cook said he was al way "humping into people on
campus" who were interested
in issues discussed in the class.
In order to involve the campus in applied ethics, the institute had to create activities to
address and discuss professional and business issues.
The end product is a series of
ongoing lectures on business
and professional ethics. Cook
says there will be a total of %is
lectures on different topics in
applied ethics.
In addition to the ongoing
lecture series is the annual
mini -conference.
This year’s mini -conference
addresses privacy at work and
has tour sessions over a twoday period. All sessions are
free and open to the public.
MONDAY
Identities:
"Fraudulent
Data Deception and Democracy." Gary T. Marx. professor of sociology at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
discusses the dramatic increase
II) collection and use of data on
individuals, its potential for
abuse, and its place in a democratic society. 3 p.m. in Business Classroom (401.
"Surveillance and Privacy: Are we becoming a maximum security society?" Gary
T. Marx examines the growing
use of surveillance techniques
by employers, government,
and law enforcement, and explores the challenges this presents to the right to privacy and
to our democratic principles. 7
p.m. at St. Paul’s Methodist
Church, 10th and San Salvador
(across from Joe West Hall).
TUESDAY
"Civilization and Surveillance: Legal, Ethical and
Human
Relations
Issues."
James W. Syfers, professor of
Philosophy at San Francisco
State, will discuss the international bill of human rights as a
legal and ethical framework for
addressing such issues as privacy and the work place. 1
p.m. at Duncan Hall 135.
"Work Surveillance and
Individual Privacy." Two videos will he presented: "Don’t
Bug Me." produced by the
Communications Workers of
America: and "Big Brother is
Here." produced hy KTVU.
Channel 2, Oakland. Afterward, Rita Manning. professor of Philosophy at SJSU, will
present a commentary. "Liberal and Communitarian Defenses of Privacy." 2:15 p.m.
at Duncan Hall 135.

AMC

Liady idatf photurarapher

Matthew F Durham

Jack Aehoian, a junior majoring in human performance, takes the "rowcycle" for a spin in
front of Tower Hall on his was around campus.
The cycle is helpful for building up the cardiovas-

cular system and can be rode with one hand and
no feet. To steer, the driver leans from side to
side. At a cost of $1.200 to $1,300, the %chicle is a
good M ork out for those confined to a wheelchair.

Reaction: Administration sees increase
From page I
He later changed his mind, however, and tried to stop McCarthy
from composing the referendum. He
said Thursday he has not decided
whether or not to veto it.
McLennan also said trustees had
the story in the Daily wired to Long
Beach, and that some did not like his
statements.
What changed my mind was
(Reynolds’) creation of the committee," McLennan said Thursday. McLennan and Boothe will serve on the
committee.

McCarthy said Wednesday night
that McLennan and Boothe "got
caught up in the good -old -boy network" and relinquished their protests because Reynolds invited them
to dinner.
McLennan said Friday that McCarthy is wrong. The committee will
be "very beneficial" for SJSU students, and a vote of no confidence
will not be very effective, anyway,
he said.

The committee will "get the students involved in the project again,"
he said.
After the trustees gave Reynold’s
When he called for the referenthe power to issue a bond loan, the dum, the trustees were not addresChancellor created a committee to sing student concerns, but later, creinvestigate alternative means of ation of the committee changed his
funding the Rec Center.
attitude, McLennan said.

Bomb
From page I
native plan to move the people farther from the building," Willis said.
"It’s like teetering half of you
says ’get away.’ The other half says
this has happened 38 times before,"
said history professor George
Moore.
"Somebody must’ve been worried about a midterm," said journalism major Stephanie Dominguez.
"Everything
clear,"
shouted
tIPD Officer Amato Ramirez at
I I:10a.m.
"We checked everything, behind

Center
From pa,141
outlook to Carolyn Zirkle, health
services medical secretary.
"We set up a whole new file system to deal with accreditation requirements." she said.
A more formal system for dealing
with complaints was also developed
in preparation for the review, Wohl
said.

curtains and under desks, everywhere," Ramirez said.
Students and faculty were allowed
back in at that time. Moore said.
"My class has already blown to the
four winds anyway" as he went back
into the building.
Some students went back to their
classes. "I want to get in there and
finish my test." said Peggy Horning, a psychology major. Others
took an early lunch.
After dispatcher James Gaddis

"They were adversaries, but now
they want to work with the students," he said.
The committee will follow the
PMA report and completion of the
project and will investigate alternative ways to fund the overruns, he
said.
"We’re going to have a fee increase if people don’t get involved,"
McLennan said.
Patricia Phillips. director of nontraditional minority affairs, said a
bond loan to cover cost overruns will
prevent other areas of campus from
soliciting funds with a fee increase.
"It would be impossible now to
ask for a $2 fee increase for child
care," she said. "It’s a very bad climate right now, and other organizations are going to suffer."
had received the 10:30 a.m, call he
contacted Ramirez. Officer Ramirez, another officer, two investigators and UPD Lt. Ed Dusablon went
to the building. They conferred with
the building emergency coordinator.
James Willis.
It was Willis who ordered the
evacuation. "The police said it wa,.
my decision," Willis said.
Daily staff writer Suzanne De 1.011,
contributed to this Story.

CAST YOUR BALLOT!

From page I
lions in ways which perhaps differ
horn previous answers," Dorosz
said.
"You’re seeing here today some
of the best professors we have in the
university and by that I mean they
are best not only in transmitting their
knowledge onto their students but
also the excitement of the investigation," said Arlene Okerlund, academic vice president.
Okerlund introduced each of the
students and their advisers.
Karen Blair was honored for her
participation in clinical trial testing
that has helped the development of a
computer system to educate spinal
cord injury patients and their families.
"Computer assisted education for
patients and families takes individual
learning one step further," Blair
said. "It provides one-on-one attention through the voice interaction
with the computer system, it offers
self-paced learning through the system remediation and review and it
promotes independence, especially
for quatiraplegics through its voice
activation capabilities."
Sharon Guthrie was recognized
for her study to determine the attitude and knowledge of secondary
school teachers concerning the problems of adolescent suicide.
She looked at whether teachers
with advanced degrees had different
attitudes toward suicide than teachers with a lower level of education.
Her results revealed no difference.
Holley Massey was honored for
her research regarding the use of
synthesized speech in computer programs being used with normal and
speech -language impaired individuals.
She found that language impaired
children had more difficulty understanding
computer
synthesized
speech than natural speech.
Jordan Robert Neri was recognized for his research and development of a curriculum to train science teachers.
"One of education’s dirty little secrets is the misassigned teacher, and
a half million kids are getting the
short end of the stick," he said.
Khushran S. Chhor was honored
for his work on state-of-the-art designs and applications of Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memories (EEPROMS).
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"These are solid state devices
which are used in computers, robotics to store program instructions or
control information for any digital
system." he said.
Formerly, these kinds of devices
had to he removed before they could
he erased. Chhor’s device can be
erased and reprogrammed without
removing it.
Clifford Teoh was recognized for
his work on pitting corrosion of high
strength aluminum alloys in an acid rain environment.
"Pitting corrosion is a form of localized corrosion that results in surface pits or cavities," he said.
"They are the most destructive and
predictable forms of corrosion."
Allaire Paterson was recognized
for her scholarly and creative approach to theatrical performance and
experimentation and interpretation.
"I feel a little guilty that I can’t
say that I’m helping cure anyone.
but in the long run. I feel the arts are
therapeutic," she said.
Patricia J. Smelt) was honored for
her sensitive treatment of incest and
child abuse in her sculpture. Two
pieces from this collection were on
display at the forum.
Mark DeWit was honored for his
age determination procedure that
will help geologists working with
glacial depositions.
S. Vance Dunton was honored for
his investigation of protective glass
films and layers used to isolate silicon chips from environmental attacks.
M. Christine Olsen was recognized for her research on Type A -B
personality behavior.
Michael Showalter was honored
for his reinterpretation of the Watsonville Anti -Filipino riot of 1930.
Tasha Donner and Wren Atilano
Bradley were honored for their joint
pro; .1:t researching the lack of Hispanic foster homes. Their study will
provide information for the social
workers that attempt to place children in foster homes.
Edith Smith. who was not at the
forum, was honored for documenting the development of a large collection that eventually came to comprise the Sutro Library in San
Francisco.
Janice Christina Smith was honored for producing a scholarly bibliography on the Hmong, a South
American tribe.
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Hopes high for future seasons
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Boitano continues
to reap in honors
By Serena
Daily staff writer
Brain Boitano. the Sunnyvale figure skater who brought home the
Olympic gold, was honored Friday
at the Fairmont Hotel by San Jose
Mayor Tom McEnery.
McEnery presented Boitano with
a key to the city and said he was also
proud of other Bay area athletes like
San Jose’s Debi Thomas.
Boitano said Friday that he is still
training five hours a day, six days a
week to prepare for the World Figure
Skating Championships this month.
Boitano laughed when he was
asked what motivated him to keep
training after his victory over Canada’s Brain Orser in the Olympic
men’s figure skating competition.
"I have no idea," he said. "I
think I’m motivated because it’s
probably my last amateur competition. "
He said its been difficult to deal
’NW sponsorship offers he has received since his performance in Calgary. With no agent and no manager.
Boitano’s coach,
Linda
Leaver, and his parents have handled
the deluge of opportunities.
"That’s been hard. It’s been enlightening and exhausting," he said.
"I’ve been very tired since I got
home from Calgary," Boitano said.
" I’ve been trying to make a lot of
decisions before I go to Budapest,"
the site of the world championships.
He will hire an agent when he returns from Budapest. he said.
Boitano said his performance
there will not be anti -climactic for
him after his Olympic victory.
"People keep telling me tliat it
should he. hut I don’t feel that way. I
like to win world championships and
I feel less pressure at this one because I’ve already won one."
Boitano captured the 1986 world
title and began a winning streak of
four consecutive national titles in
1985. He has won eight international
medals and has performed in several
exhibitions.
The recognition he has received
since returning from Calgary has
been overwhelming, he said.
"It’s been so neat. People stop me
on the street. It’s hard to go anywhere without being stopped. People have said they cried when
he became misty -eyed after finishing
his final Olympic performance, for
which be received six marks of 5
out of a perfect 6.0.
After the World Championships.
Boitano said he and his skates will
embark on the "Tour of America"
with other champion skaters.
He will also pursue his long-time
dream of opening his own Bay area
restaurant sooner than he expected,
perhaps opening its doors in one and -a-half years instead of the original three years he had planned.
Leaver, who has been with Boitano since she saw him skate at Sunnyvale’s Ice Palace 16 years ago.
said they still get along as they did
before his gold medal triumph.
"Nothing’s changed there," she
said.
Pressure on Floitano’s family has
been intense, with a flood of phone
calls and letters arriving daily. Boitano said he can live with all the attention as long as he has some time
alone in his own apartment.
"It’s a place to rest and be
alone,- he said. "Training keeps me
like a normal person, too. I may go
out in the evening. hut I know I have
to he in early because I have to get
up and skate."
Boitano will leave for Budapcsi
Friday, he said, but he doesn’t think
the skating there will he billed as another "battle of the Brians- as was
the Calgary showdown with Orser

"I really think the public has had
enough of that," he said.
Boitano began his career at age
eight, after he saw the "Ice Follies." He was already an avid roller 1.
skater and asked his father to take
him ice skating. He liked blades better than wheels and began group lessons.
It was then that Leaver first saw
him and asked if he would be interested in private lessons. The answer
was yes, and at age 14 he was the
1978 U.S. Junior Men’s Champion.
He attended Peterson High School
in Sunnyvale and received full support from administrators there who
helped him excel in both his education and his figure -skating career.
In 1983, he wowed the world by
being the first skater to complete all
six types of triple jumps at a World
Championship. He didn’t take the
title that year, but no one forgot his
execption of the Lutz’, Salchow,
Axel. flip, loop, and toe loop.
Boitano is a skilled technical
skater who is honored for his remarkable precision. By pushing the
limits of the sport, he has led to the
developenent of the "quad." a jump
that requires four complete revolutions. By mastering the jump, he has
brought skill never before seen.
Boitano did not perform the jump
in Calgary but said that it is planned
for his performance in Budapest.
In response to the letters he’s received from young people all vv.
the United States, Boitano said he
hopes he has conveyed the message
that "you don’t have to win a gold.
"If there is one thing I said
through my performance at the
Olympics. it’s ’do your hest.’
"I was out to skate my best." he
said. "It just happens I won the gold
medal."
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High hopes for next season is
what’s keeping the players of the
SJSU women’s basketball team from
crying about the way this season
went.
With guard LaTasha Causey leading the way after being named to the
Freshman all-PCAA team this year,
the Spartans are hoping this season
won’t he repeated. SJSU finished
with a 1-26 overall record and 0-18
in the PCAA.
"We needed more height and less
injuries." said junior center Teddi
Johnson. who is expected to he a key
player on next year’s squad.
’We had a lot of knee injuries and
we just didn’t have any people playing at the end (of the season).- said
Causey. "We only had seven players.**
Assistant coach Gale Valley agreed with the players.
"I can’t think of any other reason.’ Valley said. "You begin a
season looking forward to it being
good and then things happen to get
in the way of what you’re hoping
for.’’
Head coach Tina Krah talked all
season of how the injuries and height
disadvantage took its toll on the
team. In an effort to help in the
height department, Krah has already
recruited two freshmen. Karen
Smith from Seattle, Wash, will add
her 6-foot -2 frame to the team next
year as will 5 -foot-10 Kim Skaggs of
Clackamus. Ore.
"We know we’re going to have to
bring in players to play those inside
positions." Krah said. "Our recruiting for next year is going well and
we’re, I feel, going to have the
height we need.
Another disadvantage for the team
was the loss of last year’s leading
scorer, Johnnie Thomas. Thomas. a
senior, about halfway through the
season, was dismissed because of
disciplinary reasons. She was averaging 21.5 points per game before
her removal from the team.
"We had a lot of hard breaks this
season." said Valley. "The girls did
a good job of bouncing back.’
With a season like this, several
SJSU players talked of the frustrations they encountered and of the
problems with staying motivated.
"There was a lot of frustration
and some of the players had a hard
time." said senior guard Mary’ Beth
Ledesma. "I think we hung together
really well. It was hard to keep each
other pumped up."
"We’re just a really young team
and we’re looking forward to next
season," Causey said. "We have
the summer to improve and come
back strong. We just have to work at
it . ’
Causey finished the season as the
team’s leading scorer with an average of 10.7 points. Following her
was senior forward Joyce Stewart
with a 7.4 average and guard Dana
Jones, another freshman, had a 7.0
average.
"Of course we’re disappointed
with how the season came out,"
Krah said. "We wanted to finish at
least eighth to attend the PCAA tournament. It’s always frustrating to fail
to meet your goals.’’
Valley said it was the hard work
the team put in that was commendable for the season.
"They did a paxl job even though
it was hard.- Valley said. "We have
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Freshmen Dana Jones, left, and LaTasha Causey bring hope for the Spartans next season
to hope the hard work will pay off
and will carry over to next season.
Now they have an idea of what it
takes to move up in this league."
The conference will lose several
seniors from each team. The Spartans lose two in Ledesma and Stewart. With the new recruits. SJSU is
expected to improve next season.
Kraft said.
"I think the coaches and players
learned a hard-core lesson in the
league this year," Krah said. "The
team wants to win and they aren’t a
group to easily throw in the towel. If
they work hard this summer, next
season could be a step in the right direction."
Both Valley and Krah said that
this group should blossom in two
years when most are juniors and then
the following year when they become seniors.
"All this is easier said than done,
hut with a lot of hard work this
spring and summer, it could hap-
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pen," Krah said.
The Spartans only win came last
Dec. 12 in Spartan Gym when the
locals defeated Sacramento State 6561. It was the team’s fifth game into
the season.
’Next season we’re going to beef
up the inside and get some depth on
the team.- said Valley.
Even though the team has high

hopes for nest season. Krah is trying
to he realistic about the team’s
chances.
"Most of the players will be sophomores. They will be stronger than
this year. hut they will still he competing against juniors and seniors,"
Krah said. "This team is full of winners. Eventually they’ are going to
prove that on the court...

BLOOD DONORS, LIFE
THAT’S WHY THEY SHARE IT

S.J.SU. BLOOD DRIVE
MONDAY thru FRIDAY, MARCH 14th thru 18th
10:00 A.M. thru 4:00 P.M. DAILY
STUDENT UNION
(Monday thru Thursday in Loma Prieta Room &
Friday in Almaden Room)
Please drop -in at your convenience.
The Stanford University Blood Bank is routinely perforrning cholesterol screening on all
blood donations. This screening is done free
of charge, as a benefit & service to donors.
On behalf of the many rooms who benefit,
thank you from the Stanford University Blood Bank

(415) 723-7831.
Sponsored by Arnold Air Society

310 S. Third St. 295-4336
481 E. San Carlos St. 295-5511

I started a
community
health clinic.
I constructed
a well.
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I taught school.
I coached track
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A short account of one s career and
qualifications prepared typically by an appi,
car’
a Position

Call from the comfort
of your home.
Messages change
often, so call daily.
Instantly updated
Open 24 hours.

I WAS IN THE
PEACE CORPS

Peace Corps Interviews
Peace Corps Recruiters will be on campus to conduct interviews for Peace
Corps Volunteer positions in developing nations around the world.
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WHEN: Monday, March 14 and Tuesday, March 15
TIME: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
WHERE: Career Planning and Placement
Please bring a completed application form with you to the interview.
"Walk ins" are welcome.
For more information, please contact recruiter Marc Caicedo at (415) 974-8754.
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Associated Students Elections 1988

SJSU students discuss next week’s elections
By Vk Vogler
Daily staff writer
To vote. or not to vote.
That v.as the question. and it revealed
some mixed answers. Are the Associated
Students elections on March 16 and 17 important enough for a busy student to take
time to vote? Does A.S. really make a difference on campus?

Campus Reaction
Most oi the students inteme%%ed at the
Student Union Thursday said "yes" in both
cases. But even those who think the elections
are significant may not all %iiie next week.
In fact, many of the students surveyed
hadn’t thought about the election, because
they didn’t know they were approaching.
cVhat they did know were the issues that
pertained to them. including Rec tenter cost
oYerruns and parking lee increase,. Student,
y% ho weren’t sure it they would %ote nest
week said they might %% hen told that A S
could intluen%c these issues

..

r

Still, some of those questioned could not
see a connection between student government and student concerns.
"I don’t even know where to vote and
what for." said Stee Pollock, a secondary
eduation graduate. "I don’t know the role
the student government plays in school."
When reminded that the election could affect important issues, Pollock said he might
vote. When first asked, he said he probably
wouldn’t.
Mark Tobes. a senior majoring in electrical engineering who commutes to school.
isn’t sure if he will vote either.
*1 haven’t really thought about this
much, . he said. adding that he might take an
interest in A.S. "if I knew exactly what they
do."
Tohes. 25. doesn’t know the extent of
A.S power and hasn’t studied the issues.
The student said he usually votes each year
hut nine constraints and midterms may prevent him from doing so this semester.
Michelle Quanarola, who lives near campus. has a more definite view of A.S. and
voting.

A.S.
Candidate
Profiles

Each candidate is being asked the
same four questions. If a candidate
has not been in contact with and interviewed by a Dail) reporter y
press time. the interview will appear
in a future issue of the newspaper.

I oda
inter% iew s reveal the
thoi011.
three more of the nine
candidates for Academic Senate. the
one candidate for Director of California State Student Affairs and the
remaining candidate for Controller.
Today’s coverage also reveals the
thoughts of sonic of SJSU’s students
who were asked in a survey if they
were going to vote, if they thought
A.S. was significant and if any
ehtiii
issues being covered affected
h
1.
Coverage will continue through
the March 16 and 17 elections

Mark Murillo:
Independent candidate
Mark Murillo is a senior majoring in social science,
Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Murillo: I believe that all of its
are obliged to do what we can to
work for the good of everyone. Specifically. as a college student. much
of my time is going to he spent on or
around campus and so. the most ap1.0111111 to work for
propriate
students is through student governrunning for office. I hope to
ment
be able to put my experience to work
and by. doing that benefit as much of
the campus community as I can.
Question: How are you planning
student f
at 318
t k
!nester?
Murillo: A lot regarding the lees
is really unclear right now. A lot of it
depends on the methods the Chancellor’s Office chooses: what it prescribes for the ills of the Rec Center.
It’s important to understand that
there is money as a lahle to the Chancellor to lighten the burden of the
students. But in the meantime, certainly what’s critical us continued
support for the California Student
Affairs Lobby
Beyond that, we have to take it to
the campus level where we have to
ensure that students are involved in
all levels of negotiation. goes back
to that old issue of taxation without
representation to a situation where
you’re paying for something you
have no voice in. It really makes students feel like they are being ripped
off. On top of that we have to develop a contingency plan to address
options including legal recourse, if
possible.
Question: Detected, what issues
will you focus on?
Murillo: As controller, first of all
you have to approach that office with
a quality -control ethic so any type of
proposals that are going to he in the
budget certainly have to be scrutinized.
There are other vehicles that students can access besides the regular
budget and that is the special allocaWhen something
tions means
comes up for special allocations consideration I think it’s important to
ask who is trying to access the
money. making sure that the money
goes to groups that have shown commitment to San Jose State.
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. . I wasn’t even aware
there were elections. I
don’t see signs or posters
(on campus).’

Don Douglas
I REAL party candidate

SJSU student survey,
profiles appear today
Today the Spai i.til paily continue,
coverage of the X...tated Students
elections. Inters ley% s with candidates
fro m the REAL. (Responsible Alliancei and SOL IND (Students Organized and Unified for New Directionsi parties as well as independent
candidates are being conducted by
Daily staff writers.

"I hadn’t thought about (voting)." said
The liberal studies senior feels good about
voting, "just knowing that all the students the 25 -year-old. "I’m getting out of here. It
have a say. I think we should vote for that doesn’t affect me."
Becker has attended SJSU since 1985, but
reason."
In her opinion. A.S. plays a positive role has never participated in the election process.
on campus.
"It matters. I just didn’t vote.’ ’ she said.
"They’re the governing body of the stuOther students questioned said they may
dents." Quartanda said. "I think they know
not vote because the election has too little
their job is to represent the students."
Darren Gee, a senior majoring in civil en- publicity.
Rene Regalmuto,
"I don’t get active in school and things
gineering, also plans to site this semester.
SJSU student
A.S. can he important if the right people are like that." said Rene Regalmuto, a junior
majoring in graphic design. "And I wasn’t
elected, he said.
"I think it makes a big difference," ex- even aware there were elections. I don’t see
plained the 23 -year-old, who also lives near signs or posters (on campus).
would make the election more visible.
The 21 -year-old, who commutes to SJSU,
campus. "You can generally tell if someone
For Greg Edward, election visibility has a
said she doesn’t have the time to read elec- different meaning. The 28-year-old art stuis incompetent."
tion
coverage in the Spartan Daily.
A.S. is also important. Gee added, bedent said he votes every year for a female
"If (A.S.) made it more known without candidate.
cause it appropriates money for extracurricuhaving
to
read
the
paper,"
she
explained,
lar activities which are "half of what
"Women have not been represented in the
"I’d probably take more of an interest."
school’s about."
electorate," he said. "A voice needs to be
Amy Dodge, an undeclared junior, has heard.
But for some of the students questioned,
graduation is what school is about. Karen read election stories in the Daily but "hadn’t
"I always vote for the best -looking
Becker, for example. coinmutes to SJSU just even thought" of voting when asked about chick," he explained. "I think it’s a poputwo days a week, and will graduate with a it. Like Regalmuto. the 20-year-old believes larity contest. That’s why I go the direct
that more posters and pamphlets on campus mute."
bachelor’s degree in nutrition this spring.

Don Douglas is a lirst-year
Douglas: I think it’s important to
graduate student working on his keep student fees down. I don’t have
masters in business administra- any specific plans. I know that there
lion.
are increased costs connected with
the new building. I’m not sure where
Question: Why did you choose the costs are coming from and how
they can defray the cost.
to run for office?
Douglas. I lust wanted to ,et involved. Initially when I got here. last
Question: If elected what issues
semester. I v% em through the noon- will you focus on?
Douglas: I think the issues of
nation process and was interviewed
by a committee, and then became parking. of course. There’s talk
Senabout
getting some transportation off
aquainted with the Academic
the light rail: I think that would be
ate.
All this election stuff is new to me important for the campus. Increasing
so I didn’t really consider at first some of the service to the students,
going through all this. hut I’m inter- and hopefully not incurring the costs
ested in staying with the AS.so I m for the students. I think they could
really use the transportation. or some
going through the process
vehicles or something around cam Question: How do you plan to pus.
Also the committee I’m on
keep student fees at $38 a year?

Student senators represent
the student body on the Academic Senate, the policy -developing body of the university.
and on Senate committees. Student senators each have one
vote, the same as their faculty
and
administrative
counterparts.
through all four years of college
too.
Don Douglas
mimic Senate candidate
they’ll be combining instruction and
student affairs. When they do that it
will be real interesting because we’ll
be able to follow students from High
what critera was used to
School
accept them, and follow them

Question: Why should students
vote for you?
Douglas: I think I’m aware of
what’s going on. I’m not afraid to
think I know
speak up. and I
what’s going on.
Daily staff writer Hoiel it
conducted this intervien .
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Julie Coldicott:
John Meidlinger:
Independent candidate REAL party candidate
John Meidlinger is a sophmore
majoring in engineering.

Julie Uoldicott is a junior majoring in business administration.

Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Nieidlinger: Its kind of a long
story To make it brief. it has to do
with the early Greeks. They all
switched off serving the state. I got
interested in that and I feel an obligation to serve. I don’t see myself as a
soldier. so I figure someday I’ll be
running for a public office. I figure
Ill get my feet wet in school.

Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Coldicott: To get involved in student government and hopefully
make a difference. As an academic
senator I will be dealing directly
with the faculty and giving them students’ views on the issues. So, I
think my input could be very important.

Question: How are you planning
Iii keep student fees at $38 per semester?
Meidlinger: Actually I don’t have
all the details on that, so I wouldn’t
now w tuete ii start.
John Meidlinger

\ lark Murrillo

Academic
Senator

Question: If elected, what issues
will you focus on?
Nteidlinger:
main thrust is
lust maintaining a status quo, and
making the lives it students as easy
as possible. I mean school is rough
enough with 18 units a semester.

Meidlinger: Well. I’m not saying
they should. I mean they should vote
for who they want to. One reason
they should vote for me is I don’t
shit around. I’m honest.

Question: Why should students
v oft. for nu?

D,ulv vigil, wilier Ha -el 14’hionan
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Question: How do you plan to
keep student fees at $38 a year?
(7oldicolt: That is a really hard
question to answer, but what I can
say is that I will oppose any student
fee increases that are not justified or
representation like the SUREC issue
that is on right now.
Question: If elected what issues
will you focus on?
Coldicott: As an academic senator I will focus on anything of student interest or anything that I think
students should have a say on.
Question. Why should students
vote for you?

Julie Coldicott
Academic Senate r andidrac
Coldicobb Students should vote
for me because I’m reliable and I
think that I can he counted on to rep,resent student’s best interests and
make sure that their voices are
heard.
Dully
Dani P k’
ducted this interview.

,pIttroller,44811(11,1We

Controller
The Associated Students
controller is the organization’s
chief financial officer. The
controller administers A.S. financial affairs and is responsible for the execution of all fiscal legislation.
The controller is expected to
submit a report on the status of
the A.S. general fund to the
hoard of directors on a weekly
basis and to assist the president
in the preparation of the budget
message.
The controller must publicize financial reports to the student body at least twice a year.
The holder of the office perfiirms other duties as directed
by the president.

Leigh Kirmsee:
REAL party candidate
I.eigh Kirmsee is a junior majoring in history.

The director of Cali ternia state
student affairs is responsible for
keeping the A.S. board of directors informed about current decisions and proposed changes in
policies affecting SJSU in the
California State University systern and the state Legislature,

Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Kirmsee: I have extensive expert
ence in Associated Students and I
think I bring to A.S. a lot of that experience. along with a lot of energy.
I chose to run for office because I believe in politics. I believe in a student government and I think students
can shape this university.

Question: How are you planning
to keep student fees at $38 per semester?
Kirmsee: There is a student fee
Question: Why should students
blockage at $38 per semester. There
vole for you?
Niurillo: Students should vote for are several issues involved with that.
me primarily for three reasons: expe- especially involving the parking
rience, education and commitment. issue and the fact that we’re looking
As far as my experience goes, I’ve at a $2 a day fee. Along with that is
been chief executive officer at West the SUREC project which may he inValley College as A.S. president. I cluded in a fee increase. With the
was also a member of the Board of SUREC project, I think the way to
Trustees at the Mission -West Valley go (and where California State StuCollege District and I’ve been as- dent Affairs fits in terms of lobbying
signed to several task forces in the and working with the CSU Board of
past. That practical student govern- Trustees) is to create a committee
which will have a good deal of stument experience is invaluable.
dent input in SUREC which up to
this point the students have not had.
Dailv stop liter Kinofilm Jonholt We really have been fairly well misOn%
interview.
conducted
informed about what’s going on.

Director of
California State
Student Affairs

Leigh Kirmsee
. . ("or state alliars candidate
At this point, there are several
ways we can go. In order to get
around the legality of funding for
SUREC coming from any other
sources, students would have to face
a fee increase. An alternative would
be to get funding from the state, donors, and some kind of more creative
financing than what has been
brought up. I’m not willing to allow
(a fee increase) to happen.
Question: If elected, what issues
will you focus on?

Kirmsee: Well, next year CSSA
is going to he real focused on
SUREC and trying to work with the
committee that works with the Board
of Trustees.
I think there are two issues with
SUREC. First, who’s going to pay
for the mismanagement of the project, and second, the fact that the
student body here wants the project
finished. It’s a real "Catch -22" situation. I want the project finished. I
just think that we can look in other
directions for funding and still keep
the project going.
My second real big issue is child
care. CSSA will be working next
year with the results of the governor’s survey, which surveyed the
needs of the student body on the 19
CSU campuses. Child care is a priority. It’s a must for an education system that wants to be accessible to
more women.

Also serving as the official
SJSU representative to the Cali fornia State Student Association,
this director works with the director of communication in promoting awareness of pending legislotion concerning students and
student affairs.
Family housing is a large issue. I
think there should he family housing
on at least one Northern Califoria
and one Southern California campus
in the CSU system.
Question: Why should students
vote for you?
Kirmsee: Well. I have a lot of Associated Students experience. I have
served on numerous committees including the A.S. judiciary. I’m president of Phi Alpha Theta. Beyond
that, my experience in the A.S. has
been both energetic and consistent. I
have a really good knowledge of
how this university works, how A.S.
works, and in that particular office. I
have a good knowledge of how
statewide politics works. And I think
I’ll do a good job.
Daily staff writer Laura M. Lukas
conducted this interview.
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for .SJSU student. faculty and staff
organkations, hems may he soh
mitred on fOrms in the Daily offi(’e,
Dwight Bente, Hull Room NA hut
will not he accepted over the phone.
The deadline, Pr the Iwo day’s
paper is noon.

dent Union. For more information
call 723-7831.
SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club: Practice. every Monday and Wednesday.
7:30-9:15 p.m., SPX 202. For more
information call 258-98(X).
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Sigma Chi Fraternity: Annual
Derby Days. today through Friday.
Sigma Chi house, 2114 South 10th
Street. Call 279-9601 for information.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority: Study
Group, Monday and Tuesday 6-10
p.m.. Afro-American Studies Building. For more information call 9729945.
Alpha Lambda Delta: Informational Meeting. 11:45 am.. S.U. Almaden Room. For more information
call 262-9172.
Arnold Air Society: Blood Drive.
March 14-18. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.. Stu-
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Hoc Child Development Committee
to work on the "Week of the Young
Child." Applications available in
the A.S. Office. For information call
924-6240.

moo miff

firellrel5

Health Services: Open forum, 9
a.m. Health Building. Room 208.
For information call 924-6150.

Black Masque. Honors Society:
Accepting applications for the Fall
’88 and Spring ’89 year. For more
information call (415) 968-3259 or
924-3509.
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Financial Management Association: Margaret Wilkes will discuss
resume writing for financial employment. 5 p.m. S.U. Costanoan
Room. For information call 29714809.

MEChA (Chicano/Latino Student
Organ.): Raza Day Meeting, 4 p.m.
at the Chicano Library Resource
Center. Wahlquist North. Room
307. For more information call 2982531.

Isaac Newt

Frances Gulland Childcare Center: Bake sale. 8:30 a.m, to whenever. In front of the Student Union.
For more information call 739-7129.
Social Dance Club: Dance practice.
6-8 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe Room.
For more information call 279-9680.

SJSU Art Galleries: "See Saw" art
exhibition. Gallery 2 of art dept..
March 14-24. For more information
call 924-4328.
Associated Students: A.S. is now
accepting applications for the Ad

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
Sane plans with quality coverage
at .11 ordable prices Call Mark Fil.

gation quote
PRIVATE ADOPTION Whereto begin,
information for couples and sin.
glen wishing to adopt Pregnont
mothers.you

have

a

choice

Please v.1114081336.9253
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Sem your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
and brochure sm A S

office or

cal114081371-881t
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS but
lhat’s OK We ere church com
munity that values the individual
march for on., own truth TM
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose offers creative services.
stimulating discussion & oppor.
f unities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3r4 Si Join us
Sundays al 11 000, call 292.3855

AUTOMOTIVE
PARTING

OUT 77 CAMARO’ Call
Gene Mlles at 1415) 494-2937 until
10 P1A

72 DATSUN 1200

automatic

itminl

cond . $750 So Call 926-1724 ask
for Mike leave message
65 VW BUG classic Exec cond gd
for student 51300 be Call 991)4060 292-5990 after 7PM

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PC-COM PC.COM’’" IS.
M AT CT compatibles and accessories One block nom campus
404 S 3rd Sr.02 Call 295-1606
Special 6% off for SJSU with ID

FOR SALE
STAR

WARS

ITEM

COLLECTORS

Limited edition REVENGE of the
home
Jedi
poster
Includes
5500 00 Call Bill
leaw message

at

3749520

THE BREAD

ROSES BOOKSHOP is
specializing
unique bookstore
current
books on history

in

events. labor. Black Americans.
Asian.Arnericans.
Chicanos.
Written by
women. Marxism
Blacks, Chicanos. Asians. labor
activists, Marxists We also ham.
In English. Soviet texts In the so.
clot scIenms You wont find our
books, poet sss and records In
other stores in the valMy In addition we have fiction and children’s books Located et 950 S
First St . San Jose (3 blks south of
#280) Call 294.2930 for hours

HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER NEEDED MWF, 10AM.1
PM Call 9245610646.3899 Must
be SJSU student 54 hr
BUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH 1090
Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd Contact
Mondi &Mat at 996.2592 Flea
hrs no exp non Full part time
OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest insurance company We
need reliable. stable people inter

CAREER

Ie I
sing

aria
:pus

(sated In owning their own buei
nese We provide sales & man.
&gement training II guaranteed
income when qualified Call David
Zacher or Dick Adams at 371.
4663

lents
I As have
’s inpresyond
. has
int. I
e of
A.S.
ice. I
how
think

COUNSEL OR.GROUP HOME for en’
Vatic children Muted hours Call
Monday through Friday
377.5412 377.1494

9-5PM

DEVELOPMENT YOURS A SJSU
Learn communications skills to
then epply IM
help yourself
skills to help SJSU provide ma
dernIc programs interested, Call
Mitch at 924.1129
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS part Ilme at
Minato Japanese Rest San Jose
Jemntown Call Mac 998-9711
EULIPIA RESTAURANT is Ming bussera & waiters for lunch 1 dinner
Great student lob. Call 280.6161,
3745 11.151 .SenJom
PAINTERS
HOUSE
wanted for full & part -lime mai-

EXPERIENCED

akas

lions Hours can be tailored to fit
school schedule INGEBRETSEN
Victorian Painting Call 377-1787
55$5FOODSERVERS. COOKS. HOSTESS. CASHIERS and busboys
Merle
Callenders
is
always
looking for new, enthusiastic
workers to loin our team Apply at
2631 Meridian Ave or call 265.

SERVICE

wanted,’

PERSONNEL

Catering by Coast is
PT
employee w flex

(IF YOU SAY SO,

L D., I GUESS
THIS IS A
GOOD
uLPTURE

The safety board said that the notice is often not readily available to
pilots and that some pilots may specifically avoid asking about a notice
so they may legally fly over an accident site.
To change the regulations as the
NTSB had recommended it "would
be necessary to describe every type
of potential disaster or hazard that
may occur," McArtor said. He also
said pilots may not know when such
restrictions are in force.

1:041

THE SAN JOSE SYMPHONY seeks articulate. energetic personalities
for fundraising IL season promotion

Hriy wage
commissions
Call Bea Mon -Fri al 287.7383
TRAINING SPECIALIST

Direct care

staff needed for residential facilities or adolescents and young
mbrits with autism 6 related dia.Midler& FT.F1 potations available
early weekday mornings.
H.
ternoons weekends. 11 overnight
shifts 96.0725 In Call for applications & information 374.6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for automated
VAC

EOPMT

OPRS

on

swing

shift. graveyard II weekend shift
IFS.S.MI SAM to 7 30 MAI Phys
tvs
electronic or mechanical
orientation and U S Citizen reowed Call 415-493.1508 eat
445
WEEKENDS.S8 hr

to Marl

Outdoor

sales Lawn *oration and fertilization service Start this Saturday
Call Green Thumb Lawn ServiceSunnyvale at 732-4443

GENERAL OFFICE WORK flex hrs .
20 wk
Typing 60 WPM
Non
smoker. call Kim al 435-0997

07 00.55 60 hr

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. 1 BATH.
Carport walk to campus no pets.
5595 mo Call 224.3939 256-8840

Cell

Licensed agent

Male

&
females
needed for Hair Show 3.19.21
Hair cutting coloring permanent

OVERNIGHT RES STAFF NEEDED for
adolescent girls horne Excel
wp Contact 559.1503

FULL TIME JOBS avail.
able’ Never a fee Call BEST Ten,.
porary Services 91181340 for deTypists.

tails

receptionists

secretaries.
laborers

file

clerks
SALARY
bonus
up to 525 hr WIII train Work twi.
light with day s tree’ Fun summer
lob’ Check V out.
PSSST

947.7778

HAVEN T YOU HEARD YET,

Were having blast at the SJSU
T 0 P Valuable experience good
good location.
bonus games paid training. etc
Call u 924.1129

vided call Lynn al 996-1935
BORM apt

school schedules but must have 2
mornings a meek opening availability, non.smokers interested
call at 446.5636
SALES PT FT finencial services Ex.
cogent opportunity Send resume
to PO Boa 53347.5 J 95153
SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS.’ FT PT aecurIty 0th.
cars. all shifts FT PT evening
process servers We will train
Apply in parson Mon.Frl 9AM
4PM 260 Meridian Ave S J 766
5880
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pt
$5-56 hr to start Full benefits no
espertence needed

Apply VAN-

GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd between Olcott A San To
mas Santa Clara Call 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open.
ing at Varier. Image Tube Division
Requires 2 yrs mperience in
stores,

rent nr campus.
security deposit Car-

S550 rno
port walk to carnms.27941075

ship rec

or mutt, plus
ability to 1111 50 lbs. fork Ill1 cart IC.
cats and Callfornw driver II. came Most be U S citizen Call
415-493.1800. set 445
TEACHER OF RECREATION NEEDED
for a full lime position al a local
preschool Hrs 2.6PM weekdays

HE

Confidential

335 S
Bamvood
Au., San Jose. call 247-7486 for
appointment

risco show on March 29th’ Ask
for TIna at 374-1675
WOULD LIKE to find WOMAN to ilve
with a handicapped men for companionship For Int call Brian el

THE OZONE LANCR
UNITED KINGDOM
HAIRSPRAY

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving, waxing.
tweezing musing chemical depill
tortes Let rho permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin_
bikini, tummy moustache. etc)
15*. discount to students and fan
trity Call before May 31. 1988 and
gel your first appl at 1 2 price
Unwanted Han (3.seppears Wefr
My Care Gwen Chelgren RE
1645 S Bascom NC
Heir Today Gone Tomorrow

L001,41,16
LIKE TN’S’

THE COL111119 -

wouLD BiN

WAFT TL 51E18
MUM HEARS
ADMIT TRW

eve
es

WWII /5
THE MEANING
OF THI5

music. Michel Productions
provides a rode variety of music
for your wedding, party or dance
at rmsonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 249.20700, 922.7359

SEUPf0

RESEARCH
SERVICES
assistance
Academic thesis
Ghostwriting All subiects Dual
Nod writers Resumes Re wrot
ing Catalog Berkeley 14151 641
5036

AKIKLE

WRITING,

YOUR

WEDDING

Classified
We re last dependable grammar.

PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professional high quality .
budget price tree information
Call 37I7857 ask for SJSU dis.

TYPING
AAAA ACCURACY

wise college grads So call us
with papers reports theSes teapec ugly science) elc at 251-0449
ACADEMIC TYPING WORD PROCE
RESSING Thesis work rt specialty Experience counts. Group
papers welcome Standard 6 mi
crocassette

ACK NOWL

seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar
mimed Thanks

and day Rush lobs are my spec,
ality Call Pam at 14081 225.

port group protects. theses etc
Professional word processing,
free disk storage Quick return all

ACCURATE

Hrly rates
Jane 251

5942
ABSTRACT WE RE NOTletter quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free proostorage

Reasonable

repetitive letters. Iran
uriplion Free SPELCHEK cony
edit disc storage Quick turn
around Sento Clara Call 2465825
EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers SI 75 p dcl sp and

Instructor

protects

once serving SJSU taculty and
students All work guaranteed
Speciall4Ing In word perfect and
word Call PJ al 923.2309
& R WORD PROCESSING full typing service Greet notes’ Call Lori

3684 (leave messed.)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY rem your
academic

business legal word
processing needs Term papers
reports rif stones !env% group

disk storage. SPELCHIK, punc-

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR, Take ad’

Center 243.4070
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE" Proles
smnai typing & business sec,.
ices Fast reasonable & near the
universrty Call 292.4017
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL" We tare
your duet sit & type you party &
gel down Laser output & spell
proofed Call ()met Pubs at 945394r 977.7999 beeper

UCID ENTORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assistance. edfting typing
of ’,aorta theses etc laser
printer

Affordable at curate deOnly 12 minutes from

REASONABLE

TYPING.’

PATTI

pendable

Call

campus Pickup marten* Sally at

Santa Clara area

251-4665

check

at

WORDPROCESSING

NEED HELP", Call SOS ". E men.
enced protessional typing serv,
ice for term papers grout, Prowls. and Iris< reports Resumes
and cover letters Free spelling
Letter

quality

printers

Competitive rates 735-6645 (Suer
Sunnyvele

protects manuals theses etc All
academic formals & APA Free

6539 (San Jose)

WRITING Bay
RESUMES - TYPING
creaser unrice 40 years expo,
rience
Career
Consultatrons
Seminars All Mb areas Came,

14081727.3435 24HR service

welcome

Quality guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Call 00111 77.1

264.4504
DO IT WRITE’ Word processing. 20
years espertence resumes let
tem mailing lists books articles
Proofreading editing available
Reasonable rates Call Anne 579-

4992

L ASERJET OUTPUT Years of expert

proofed Small business letters
mailing lists flyers newsletters

work guaranteed Cassette Iran
mailable
Almaden,
scription
Branham area 7 days week Call

mum. s & cover letters I look
forward lo serving your typing

15 FACULTY DISCOUNTS’
GOOD TYPIST’, Reasonable rates
Call Eva at 251-6255 or 272.5033
Will pick -upend deliver

resumes

Teresa
CALL LINDA TODAY’. Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term p

140131

12 years secretarial
CESSING
eaperrence No lot ton large or
small
Student
too
Rale
512 50 hr Reg 518 00 h. Hours
8 30-5 PM rahernoon hours by
appuintmenu Can Anna a, 3-7

247.2681 ISenta Clara) STUDENT

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
The.,, specialists Also tern, pa.
pers martuurrpts screenplays

Very competitive rates
Students receive a discount with
ID Access Data .201-4902 ask tor

ACCOM
PLISHED Typist Specializing In
all academic typing
including
APA format, term papers theses

Mg disk

PrInty s WORDWORKS at
253.W000 0r 25 L WORK

printing

with computer
Close to school Available night

atonal quick & dependable worry tree service al Is best with AF
FORDABLE RATES. call PAM at

and spell checking
or printing
PS Laser printing
horn your disk Special discount
In, faculty and students Call

Free

APA FORMAT term paper thesis wel
caned 10 years typing word pro.
ceasing experlence Letter quelity

luation. grammar assistance All
work guaranteed For that proles -

processing needs Graphics, let.
tens, manuscripts, reports, re
sums", term papers, theses We
also provide disk storage editing
grammar

disk storage and generous STU
DENT DISCOUNT 17 years expert.. Call CM/Metal 923-8461

ACHIEVEMENT

news this semester
8 30 a rn
5 00 p m

transcrtption

vantage 01 001 expertise Top sec ref.& service Icor all your WORD

SERVICES

244-8907. estension 401

KNOW PERFECTLY WELL
THAT I CANT enter) ROYAL
FLINCTioNS.MuCH LEO RULE

HOUSEWID,.

the

296-2308

BACKACHE," FREE treetimnt as
part of a research protect if you
have had low back pain for more
than 6 months and are 20-55
years old, please call Palmer CoU
legs of ChlropracticWest .1 14081

TVA

FROM THE RO4

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS
vou vs got the party we ve got

ABSOLUTELY

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC,’
UN.
WANTED HAIR removed forever

PRiNCE CHARLES OCCL ARV?
TOOMI THAT IN AN EFFORT
84 NE

5025 225-9009

PERSONALS

Wanda Folk
TO 91,4

PROFESSIONAL

A 4.1 SECRETARY

for

piro sat!

$299 You keep the negatives Cal
ChorM et 2748099

Available

pay, easy hours

RED EYE is looking for assistant man
*gem full lime 8. part time in our
local stores Well work around

MAL HE Frit
NJU5r11. Wf111 fIls
?AZ. SKttsi

Ccr57646,

ONE NO7 50 FINE Des AT (11.10ONGIMM
PALACE

(4151796.6497

.9.11

0405 TICKETS WANTED for San Fran.

PART TIME FULL

toTAIN

rkrr kidt4

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Let me
capture your wedding memories
with quality photos for less" Budget and deluxe packages from

EDGEABLE in typing that s lops
Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks
SI 50 per page double spaced

940-2933
PARTTIME

Math
problems
solved. tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 lo 1 hour Call

1 bedroom 1
bath oft street parking 5475 Call
224-3939 286-8640
licensed

ROOM FOR RENT, nice area. FEMALE
preferred. $225 rm, utilities di-

2

PAR T.TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
wadable immediately 55-58 hr
Northern California Nannies 14151

Avactil

Laugh Lines

MATH.PHONE

ACCOUNTABILITY

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

waves For Info (415)586-1117

z

IOW WI 1t41 KIEPIP, A
11,11 rIAN firza

CAP.

friendly. call 593-7320 TODAY
Keep in touch drng Spring Break

count

942.2470
MAKE-OVERS’

WORN Mlafa,gt
VO!

I.01.175
Sk&E,

if

available

Good
voice & personality Call Jerry at
998-4526

tors seek foreign natIonels with
first hand knowledge of economic. business scientific, and
political conditions in horne court.
try for consulting assistance For

managers

Michael Sherman

YOU

shifts

BEING AUDNE
THEN DOESN’T
nEr1 UIE SUCH
A BAIO IDEA.

Skibblefritz

3.

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS. Intl businesses and Inves-

LIFEGUARDS Seasonal 8 year round
positions available now Salary
Lifeguards, 55 50-S6 405, Pool

I SPEND ALL MY
TIME V4fTH WART.
AT TIMES I FEEL
SO LONELY. THEN
I REMEMBER
FRIENDS LIKE YOU
AND ANTOINETTE.

FREE TRIAL PERIOD on Voice Line
The new method to communicate
electronically to Mends & cu
tomors
The system is user

polltkal conditions In honie coon.
try for consulting assistance For
info, send resume to BCS

info send resume to BCS Intl.
700 St Marys Fl. Suits 1400. San
Antonio Tx. 78205 or call 180e
612-5254

I’M SORRY IF I
WAS RUDE TO YOU
AND CATHERINE
IT’S JUST THAT
THANKS YOU HAVE SO MAW
FRIENDS

TELEMARKETING. Appointment set ling Part time $200 WK POSSE
EILE DAILY CASH Walking dm lance from campus Afternoon &
evening

..
Angelo Lopez

9111. call 995-0488 We speak Viet.
narnese Spanish I Chinese

first hand knowledge of economic. bustntma, eciontIllc, and

700 St Marys Pi . Suite 1400. San
Antonio. Tx, 75205 or call 1600)
628-2828, Eel 856

,..,

comed SJSU students
staff always hem tr, off Call for appt
now’. 405 E Santa Clara St at

schedule Ep preferred but not
required Please call 867.2700
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS. Intl businesms and Imes.
tors seek foreign nationals with

.

Pays 55 hr . 6 units of ECE required Come play with us Call
286-0883 ask for Meg

7130 for appointment
FOOD

seeking

STUDENT

1.011

14
:4

Dumbar Pig and Friends

Classified

ice Washington National Insur
once. 14081 943.9190 for a no obli-

vote
nd
rep
and
an:

A.

ta

Current FAA regulations require the
agency to issue a formal notice in
each individual case to pilots when
flights over an accident site must be
prohibited because of a potential
danger.

demonstrated a problem with how
the FAA restricts aircraft at accident
sites. In several of the cases the
downwash from helicopters interfered in rescue attempts by fanning
the flames of a fire or blowing toxic
vapors in the direction of workers.
the safety board said.
The FAA agreed with two NTSB
recommendations aimed at offering
guidance to pilots on obtaining information about flight restrictions that
are put in place and developing ways
to better educate pilots about the
dangers of flying too close to an accident site,
But FAA Administrator Allan
McAnor wrote to NTSB Chairman
Jim Burnett recently that the agency
saw no reason to change the rules,

IF ANY OF
MEM ARS
SAKE YOU)
Ill LEAVINGHOME

4110.
,

FAA refuses to restrict media helicopters
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Federal Aviation Administration has
declined to issue tighter restrictions
suggested by another agency on
planes and helicopters flown by the
news media and others over major
accident sites.
The FAA said the restrictions suggested by the National Transportalion Safety Board would be impractical.
The NISH had urged that the
FAA prohibit aircraft flights over
major accident sites, especially
when they involve spills of hazardous flammable materials or a fire and
rescue workers might be endangered.
The NTSB had said that a number
of accidents dating back to 1978

INCRE CrOiN6- -.
7?) HAVE NEWT
aRo7HERG
AND SISTERS. ,
----

AND MOMt IN IRE
64C6PtrAt AND
LAiD A YMCA
L___O_F EG65.
---19-

::-.

lents

omen

Sheila Neal

/ GRANDMA SAID
MOM CALLED MD
SAID 7/A4T WE
ARE SUPPOGEO 7D
SID P F? 6Nr7N6,EVEll
IF YOU ARE SUM.

lege.

e of
Id to
;now

Berke Breathed

PROFESSIONAL

WORD

14061

RATES"
246-5633

REPORTS

1329
CAMBRIAN
WORD
PROCESSING
AREA" 15 yrs ea perience Cheap
and last’ 51 25 per page double
spaced

$1 75 per

page

single

space Call 879-9754

PRO-

Print Your Ad Here
(Count dflpft,,iftlately 3)) Wrier., Jtlti 00.11 e’S for each hnel
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
one

Two
Day
Days
I 3 Lines
53 55 $4 35
I 4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines
$5 15 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
54 75

$5 55
$6 35
$7 15
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Four
Days
$5 00
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Pfeil Name

559-3500

ELECTROLYSIS.

Professional HAIR
the only permanent
method Ask about the special
discount for Spring ComplImen
Wry coneulation by appointment
CaN 296-0931.
removal,

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame end lenses horn 537. Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 D Quality
and last service at extremely low
price Compiele eye warn Includ
Ing glaucoma chock, complete
contact lens* mrvIce for family
Fashion frames and sunglasses
by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power Rs
Open 7 days
and

Medical

week
are

Insurance

warmly

wel

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $63.00
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Plus Lines $8000
Phone: 924-3277

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip ___

SENO CHECK MONEY ORDER

Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Automotive
Computers
For Sale

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found

Services

Personals

Lines

For

F ni losed is S

Dangled Desk Incited

Ovturie 0811/0111

OR CASH TO

Stereo

SPARTAN DAILY

Travel

Sao Jose State

Typing

San Jose

CLASSIFIEDS

University

California 95192

Deadline

leT

fers resumes manuscripts legal
Editing available Have two degrees Reasonable rates Call 578

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Days

Monday, March 14, 1988/Spartan Daily

Pace

Computers
to help FAA
control traffic

PALMDALE AP) A new $10
million computer system will improve air safety and help controllers
keep pace with growth in air traffic
over Southern and Central California
and portions of Nevada. Utah and
lirriona. officials say.
The Federal Aviation Administration was to unveil the system Friday
.11 its Los Angeles Air Route Traffic
Control Center in Palmdale, about
50 miles north of the nation’s second

largest city.
The center is the 13th of the 20
such centers .nationally to activate
such a system, which consists of a
main International Business Machines Corp. computer and a backup
computer at each control center.
"The new IBM mainframe computers are up to 10 limes faster and
have four to five times the storage
capacity of the equipment they will
replace." FAA Administrator T.

Allan McArtor said in a prepared
statement.
"This will allow the air traffic
control system to keep pace with
projected traffic growth over the
next decade and accomixlate the introduction of new automation functions that will both enhance safety
and increase controller productivity," he added.
More than 500 government, military and aviation industry officials

were invited to Friday’s dedication
ceremony, where the scheduled feature speaker was pilot Dick Rutan,
who in 1986 circled the Earth nonstop with Jeana Yeager in the experimental Voyager aircraft.
The Los Angeles center controls
instrument flight operations in 177,000 square miles of airspace in
Southern and Central California,
southern
Nevada,
southwestern
Utah. northwestern Arizona and the

Pacific Ocean out to 250 miles oft
California’s coast.
FAA spokeswoman Elly Brekke
said identical computer systems already have been activated at FAA
traffic control centers in Oakland.
Calif.. which covers the San Francisco Bay area; Seattle; Houston;
Denver; Boston; Washington; Chicago; Albuquerque, N.M.; Memphis, Tenn.; Cleveland; Atlanta; and
Miami.
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Hair and Nail Salon
We design any style
you want!.
80 S. 2nd St.
Suite 8
San Jose, CA
95113
(408)
977-1621
lOarn - 7pm

BUY 1, GET 1 FREE!
Choose from deli, BBQ, or French Style
Sandwiches, some for just

Hong Kong

$1 50

EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7:00 AM - 9:30 PM
58th S. 4th St., San Jose
277-0170

Thltilgo

THANH HUONG SANDWICHES

SUPERMARKE

51 So. Third St.,
San Jose, Ca 95113

San Fentandi

Binh MI Thula Tay 941 Na,,,

4SIT

408/298-7462

ACC ijou,c115, Eat For
ct East Santa Clara St.

Jewelry & Gifts

2

" East San Fernando St.

Mao Ban Vans La to cat loai Nii Trang.
Nam rho( h, Kit Xoan & SO Hong Kong
CO ban aims’ Hal ongmec Omega

Peking House Restaurant
84 South Second Street, San Jose 293 0717
11 Ooam- 6:30pm Closed Wednesdays

79 So Third Street
Downtown Son Jose, CA 95113

leVtiVU"S

is..
bA Vietnamese and Chinese

FOOD TO GO

Al
ed
i‘49

ihal
Cold
A??
A

r1:’

A F ri c) D

bat

tat QuO’c Te’ Restaurant
tat
bat
h...dt,
b214-

289-8323
4,4.4t.

04/

MR.TIAKS
M -F

Food
$1.95

11:30-2:00

ei

CUISINE

MY CANN RESTAURANT
VIETNAMESE & CHINESE CUISINE

..!*4
0.:
A

A
A
Ai
....ili
:iti

Than Chuc Quy’ Sinh Vien San Jose
State, Nam‘moi Vansu’ Nhuy’, "Dau
Cao, Yob To’l

lab 111,410.1b

Fast

A
4%

A

tit

131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427
6 blocks North of Santa Clara St.. between 3rd and 4th Streets

Special

.

tat

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
Open Daily, I 1:00 AM - 10:00 PM

Chinese

(408) 295-2126
1408/ 295-6811

Lee’s Sandwiches (Ham and Headcheese and Livvr Pate;
for $1 50 and buy one get one free
French Coffee was $6 00 - lb now $4 50 - lb
Pork Roll (Cha Lua) $2.50 lb and buy 2 get 1 free
Next to Lucky
264 E Sarla Gard St
,un. to Thurs
7:00 AM - 12:30 PM
San Jose (-A 9511,
ri - Sat
7:00 AM - 2:30 AM
(408) 280-0322

biredtedratardrarereareed:0reariI%a:i%V"ard:ellb,eaWalWU?
..,:ii
4 .db"..".41b,40.6.00,kawkamikaokoka...b.a....a...b.6,6,4,...s,fr.doko.,a,ika
lp0
ati
Sai Treat Yourself to
gi

CHINESE CUISINE

Lunch

Chinese - Vietnamese Food to go

IRAN -DAC

Choose all you want from our 9 item buffet.
Take out orders
welcome.
Call Ahead

Lee’s Sandwiches

id
T rtfn Dcic 191 Cci Mau

Tien Vang

,

,

6,41

155 E. San Fernando St
98 S Fourth Street

:61
A
elk

San Jose
441/Fdlogilbgerdb4)011.11041)4646 410.6.111.11.46.164//ke

/66.4.64,4641.41.4abartN4/164/64r4.40.4o4.4.44ko

))))/)11,111,

I

1

I

1

CHINESE FOOD MI STUDENT PRICES
FAMILY DINNER SPECIAL
Includes:

Corner of 8th &
Santa Clara
open 7 days a week.
408 293-3925

Minimum 2 orders Additional entree
added for each extra person up to
4 additional items

Specializing in Chinese. Vietnamese. Seafood

Egg Rolls

Won Ton Soup
Chicken with Vegetables
Sweet and Sour Pork
$ 7.00 Per person
Pork Fried Rice

Free parking available

.1111.0111.11111MIr

20% Off Any
Dinner
CHINA WOK
Seafood
Restaurant
Mandarin
and Szechuan
Cuisine

9 N. Market St.
M -F 11-2:30
4:30-10
12-10
Sat,
5-10
Sun.
Expires
April 30. 1988

*It

tt

LUNCH SPECIAL
Includes:
’Or

Chow Mein or Fried Rice
Egg Roll and Soup of the day
Sweet and Sour Pork
$ 3,9$ Mon.’ Fri.

P-R\2"^^1
1:11f fAlf ’Aire

FOOD TO GO
(408) 295-2125

Chinatown Seafood Restaurant
Urfnr r NEW MANAGEMENT

F=IIENJOY EXOTIC CHINESE AND VIETNAMESE CULTURE JUST BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS’

